Abstract. This paper describes the development of a Framework for benchmarking and comparing signal-extraction and noise-interference-removal methods that are applicable to interferometric Gravitational Wave detector systems. The primary use is towards comparing signal and noise extraction techniques at LISA frequencies from multiple (possibly confused) gravitational wave sources. The Framework includes extensive hybrid learning/classification algorithms, as well as post-processing regularization methods, and is based on a unique plug-and-play (component) architecture. Published methods for signal extraction and interference removal at LISA frequencies are being encoded, as well as multiple source noise models, so that the stiffness of GW Sensitivity Space can be explored under each combination of methods. Furthermore, synthetic datasets and source models can be created and imported into the Framework, and specific degraded numerical experiments can be run to test the flexibility of the analysis methods. The Framework also supports use of full current LISA Testbeds, Synthetic data systems, and Simulators already in existence through plug-ins and wrappers, thus preserving those legacy codes and systems in tact. 
INTRODUCTION
A team at NASA Ames is developing a Framework for benchmarking and comparing signal-extraction and noise-interference-removal methods that are applicable to interferometric Gravitational Wave (GW) detector systems. The main target is developing new concepts of science data analysis and statistical techniques useful for the extraction of signals from the proposed LISA spacecraft constellation TDI variables. This Framework will be open to the LISA research community for data analysis methods evaluation, exploration and comparison. In particular, it will support the Mock LISA Data Challenge (MLDC) (see http://astrogravs.nasa.gov/docs/mldc/ , and [1, 2, 3] ) by providing new search, feature discrimination, filtering, pattern classification, and regularization tools and methods to the MLDC participants and the scientific community generally. Coherent signals of GW within the TDI data variables require exploratory methods of isolation and noise identification. These methods ideally should include: 
Signal Processing and Analysis in Feature Space
• specific appropriate Digital Fourier Transform methods [9] , as well as Wavelet [10] and Radon Transform [11] analysis in Feature Space; • coherent line removal through harmonics mappings [12] ; Post-Processing and Evaluation/Estimation • a variety of physics-based regularization methods, statistical learning, Kernel methods [7, 8] , and other knowledge-preserving smoothing techniques [13, 14] ; • function approximation or response surface construction methods that are similar mathematically to hybrid artificial neural networks [15] ; • Hidden Markov Models, Markov Chains linked with Monte Carlo methods, and hybridized versions of these using Genetic Algorithms [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ; parametric and nonparametric Bayesian estimation tools [6, 16, 17] ;
The LISA Framework project is adding many of the above additional preprocessing and post-processing features to the current types of analyses, both for individual research projects on noise identification and removal, and for larger test bed or simulation efforts for signal extraction. The LISA Framework is based on a unique plug-and-play architecture. This means that legacy codes that have been developed by others in the LISA research community can be used as is within this Framework. In addition, the LISA Framework should be able to support, through plug-ins, other test beds and simulators such as the TLA/LISA Testbed [21] , Synthetic LISA [22, 23] , and LISA Simulator [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Multiple similar types of Frameworks and Science Exploration Environments have been developed at NASA Ames, with several still in use. The development of LISA Framework represents a second instantiation of a project currently underway at NASA Ames, the Mission Control Technologies (MCT) Framework. The MCT Framework allows dynamic graphical composition of data and process representations, and it also facilitates interoperability between various components and with external applications.
The LISA Framework is neither a testbed nor a simulator, per se; it is operationally defined by a given instance of its use. Succinctly, the LISA Framework provides the new capabilities:
1. Capability of carrying out Sensitivity Analysis across multiple test beds, diverse FFT modules, and various data analysis methods; 2. LISA Framework is highly scalable and not restricted by number of plug-ins to be used by the scientist; 3. LISA Framework is a component-based, plug-and-play architecture; hence, it is very easy to (re)configure, restart, and manage at runtime, for any of various scenarios for sensitivity analysis; 4. The flow of any scientist-driven use scenario within LISA framework is semantically rich and logically validated; it serves as a workbench for LISA science analysis and benchmarking of various algorithms and models; 
DESCRIPTION AND USE OF THE LISA FRAMEWORK
The primary components of the LISA Framework are: the Framework and UI itself; the data analysis plug-ins; the graphics and visualization plug-ins; the sensitivity analysis component and plug-ins; and the metrics analysis plug-ins. The data retrieval and IO components facilitate messaging and other utilities for smooth operation and interface. Yet to be customized from MCT for the LISA Framework instance are the sensitivity estimator component and the specific data analysis plug-ins. LISA Framework is displayed in plug-and-play component architecture format in Figure 1 .
To better understand this Framework, consider a typical scenario of how the LISA Framework components can be organized to instantiate a particular analysis evaluation, as part of a greater exploration of sensitivity analysis. This classification allows a lengthy time-series to be divided into manageable, possibly overlapping, time-series and thereby achieve justifiable mapping of analysis to signal. Notice, however, that classification does not alter the input time-series signal itself; it only indexes parts of the signal according to expectations. The LISA Framework supports not only new classification algorithms, but still provides segmentation algorithms based on prior information similar to the work of Umstätter, et al [17] . After classification and pre-conditioning, a user can launch the new data streams into the TLA Testbed or into Synthetic LISA and their standard data analysis methods will proceed within those methods. Or the user can continue to build analysis with the components in LISA Framework. As seen in Figure 2 , LISA Framework analysis then proceeds to call the appropriate FFTW modules for each section of the partitioned/classified data stream. This would typically be followed by analysis of the power spectrum, in frequency or phase feature space. The classification pedigree of the signals would be appended, so that possible anticipated or undiscovered noise sources can be identified or analyzed further. Post-processing, smoothing, and Tikhonov Regularization all aid in this discovery. A decision is made as to what knowledge has been gained, and how to implement the next cycle of the numerical experiment. New classification tools and FFTs can be selected, and then multiple sensitivity trials can be built up and mapped into a general sensitivity space for comparison and evaluation. 
Example Process Flow

CONCLUSION
The unique LISA Framework offers the following critical capabilities. It supports analysis of gravitational wave sources and interference in simulated and realtime. It is adaptable to any data analysis algorithms (as components) within LISA experimentation, and it is modular and reconfigurable to analyze a variety of mission data types. It allows users to extract noise from signals across new partitioned (classified) regions of the frequency spectrum. It can integrate any of several available Testbeds and Simulators, through wrapped plug-ins at run-time, providing enhanced sensitivity analysis and exploration of sensitivity-space, while preserving those legacy codes as is. The Framework is configured for a default template analysis and can be modified during run-time to analyze performance of various algorithms as well as model complexity. And finally, LISA Framework will provide better understanding of fundamental gravitational physics through new intuition development and methods exploration in preparation for the LISA spacecraft constellation launch.
